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The Portrait of a Lady, by Henry James

In A Nutshell
The Portrait of a Lady is recognized as one of the greatest of the many great works of Henry

James. Why? Well, there are the obvious answers: the novel, which was released in

installments in the Atlantic Monthly magazine in 1880, was an instant hit; critics then and now

praise its attention to psychological detail and realistic situations. It is widely acknowledged to

be the masterpiece of James’s early period and is still one of his top-selling novels, according

to Amazon.com sales.

Then, there are the more intimate reasons. The characters are, in a word, unforgettable. It’s

easy to find yourself deeply involved in a personal relationship with Isabel or Ralph, or to

imagine yourself confronting Madame Merle or Osmond. The novel’s characters so brim with

life, they seem like they can step off the page and into our lives. James’s vibrant, living,

breathing microcosm of society still feels like an incredible achievement, and it’s what keeps

this novel feeling so contemporary and compulsively readable.
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1 What is the book ’s ultimate take on America? It is seen alternately as a wide-open, hopeful

arena for the future, and as a place of punishment – do we get a final, comprehensive

vision of the new world?

2 England represents a kind of friendly middle-ground between America and Europe proper;

do you think Isabel could have been happier if she ’d just stayed in England, as Henrietta

ultimately does?

3 Many of our character are collectors – is this always a bad thing?
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